Result
1
2
3

4

5

6
7

Launched Attacks
[Roll: d12]
Critical Failure Outcome

and lose your remaining turn.

All Thumbs: You fumble around with your weapon

Melee/Thrown/Unarmed Attacks

in a random direction, inflicting no damage (a result

Slippery Grip: Your weapon is thrown d4−1 squares

[Roll: d12]
Result
Critical Failure Outcome
Bad Move: You lose your remaining turn.
1
2
of 0 indicates your own space); an unarmed attack

Slippery Grip: Your weapon is thrown d4−1 squares
in a random direction, inflicting no damage (a result

Wardrobe Trouble: You suffer a −1 penalty to your

considered distracted until your next turn.

Off-Balance: You lose your remaining turn and are

incurs the loss of your remaining turn instead.

3

of 0 indicates your own space).
Off-Balance: You lose your remaining turn and are
considered distracted until your next turn.
Scatter Ammunition: All of your weapon's ammo

Spells & Magical Powers ()

considered distracted until your next turn.

Mental Lapse: You lose your remaining turn and are

You also lose your remaining turn.

hands, grasping appendages, or prehensile tails).

items are dropped in your space (those carried in

Awkward Gesture: All of your held weapons and

(combat techniques use the other tables)
[Roll: d12]
Result
Critical Failure Outcome
Unsettled: You lose your remaining turn.
1
2

3

or spellcasting check against a random allied or

Lack of Control: Reroll your Spell Precision check

4

Defense (if unarmored) or to your Total Resilience

is spilled from its primary container and scatters

(if armored) until your wardrobe can be adjusted.

Apply all of the same modifiers except those from

and include yourself as one of the possible targets.

reach) or within two range increments (if distance),

neutral target within your standard threat range (if

across the ground, requiring d6 rounds to pick up.

Doing so requires an Agility check of SV 3.
Hinder Ally: Your classless display causes all allied
and neutral targets that are within the attack's reach

4

An individual piece can be picked up as a trivial
action (Agility check of SV 1).
Premature Release: A dangerous and errant shot

lucky or tough breaks, which apply their opposite

(if melee/unarmed) or within one range increment

values instead. Area-effect spells and powers are

5

(if thrown) to be considered distracted until the end

causes all allied and neutral targets within one range
increment to be considered distracted until the end

determine a random placement for the template.

still able to affect multiple targets, but the GM will

and suffer a −2 penalty to Defense until your next

Defensive Opening: You lose your remaining turn

space—if it equals or exceeds their Concentration

result against all targets within 4 squares of your

(this roll cannot max or critically fail). Compare the

10 minutes. Additionally, make a special d8 roll

Thundering Boom: You are rendered Deaf (R1) for

Enemies take notice of your vulnerable state.

suffer a −2 penalty to Defense until your next turn.

Excessive Focus: You lose your remaining turn and
Trip: You fall prone and lose your remaining turn.
Poor Follow-Through: You lose your remaining
turn and suffer a −2 penalty to all actions on your
next turn as you attempt to recover.
Reckless Attack: Your weapon becomes weakened
and suffers a −1 penalty to all of its Precision and
damage checks until it is repaired (weapons that

6

turn. Enemies take notice of your vulnerable state.

5

of the following round; you are unaffected.

6

8

7

of the following round; you are unaffected.
causes you to lose your remaining turn and suffer

Excessive Concentration: Extra time spent aiming
a −2 penalty to Defense until your next turn.
Enemies take notice of your vulnerable state.
Trip: You fall prone and lose your remaining turn.
Poor Follow-Through: You lose your remaining
turn and suffer a −2 penalty to all actions on your
next turn as you attempt to recover.
Launcher Malfunction: Your weapon is weakened

9

stats then they too are rendered Deaf (R1) for 10

and suffers a −1 penalty to all of its Precision and

Friendly Fire: Reroll your Precision check against a

halved if underwater or in a similarly restrictive

minutes by the loud sound.
random allied or neutral target within your reach

environment). Creatures in your path can attempt

are already weakened break); an unarmed attack

Friendly Fire: Reroll your Precision check against a

(if melee/unarmed) or within one range increment

a free Agility check of SV 5 to automatically move

incurs the loss of one of your health points instead.

random allied or neutral target within two range

(if thrown), and include yourself as one of the

aside to the nearest unoccupied space to avoid the

damage checks until it is repaired (weapons that

increments, and include yourself as one of the

possible targets. Apply all of the same modifiers,

collision. Colliding with another creature or solid

are already weakened break).

possible targets. Apply all of the same modifiers,

except for those from lucky or tough breaks, which

unattended object stops further knock-back, but

except for those from lucky or tough breaks, which

attack's template.

random direction and fall prone (the distance is

damage is inflicted to all involved that is equal to

d8 plus a modifier based on your creature size

(compared against Total Resilience): tiny −2, small

−1, medium 0, large +2, huge +4, enormous +7,

smaller must also make another free Agility check

gigantic +10, colossal +14. Any creatures involved

of SV 5 or they fall prone; any creatures that are

turn and confusion prevents you from being able to

Unbelievably Inept Move: You lose one health point

bigger than you do not risk falling prone.

in the collision that are equal to your own size or
and suffer a specific injury (roll d12 for the location

move or attempt actions on your next turn. You

and d10 for the severity).

may still defend yourself, however.

Incredibly Poor Execution: You lose your remaining

Overload: You are knocked d4−1 squares in a

apply their opposite values instead. Area-effect

apply their opposite values instead. Area-effect

10

7

attacks are still able to affect multiple targets, but

attack's template.

Absurd Mishandling: You lose your remaining turn

and confusion prevents you from being able to

move or attempt actions on your next turn. You
may still defend yourself, however.

Hand Shot: You somehow manage to get your hand
in the way of the shot. You lose one health point

12

the GM will determine a random placement for the

attacks are still able to affect multiple targets, but
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the GM will determine a random placement for the
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8

9

10
11

12

and are affected by the Insanity spell effect for d4

Temporary Insanity: You lose your remaining turn

spell effect's description for further details.

rounds, as per a standard success. Refer to the

for 1 minute. Additionally, make a special d8 roll

Explosion of Lights: You are rendered Blind (R1)
(this roll cannot max or critically fail). Compare the
result against all targets within 4 squares of your
space—if it equals or exceeds their Concentration
stats then they too are rendered Blind (R1) for 1
minute by the bright lights.
Severe Strain: You lose an extra stamina point.
Magic Drain: All of your remaining stamina points
and held taps are lost (tapped stamina tokens are
moved into the fatigue row), which then requires
you to make a Perseverance check.
Magical Energies Internalized: You lose one health

Conditions
Unstoppable
Disabled
Incapacitated/Unconscious
Destroyed/Killed

Wounded

location and d10 for the severity).

point and suffer a specific injury (roll d12 for the

Result
10+
5 to 9
0 to 4
Negative

Unstoppable: You ignore all fatigue penalties for
this round and the next (you are still wounded but suffer
no penalties). Immediately after your turn on the following
round, fatigue penalties return and you are disabled. Suffering further implied health loss automatically reduces your
condition to disabled (1 point), incapacitated/unconscious
(2 points), or destroyed/killed (3 or more points).
Disabled: You fall prone and are unable to stand on
your own (without support) until at least one health point
is healed. You can still take actions and/or crawl one square
per round but must remain prone (standing with support is
still treated as being prone). Suffering further implied health
loss automatically reduces your condition to incapacitated/
unconscious (1 point) or destroyed/killed (2 or more points).
Incapacitated (non-living only): If non-living, you
cannot move or attempt significant actions, such as attacks,
abilities, or spells (even mental abilities and spells are prohibited). You remain alert and can communicate, if able, but
are otherwise completely helpless. This condition persists
until at least one health point is healed. You are automatically destroyed if you suffer any further implied health loss.
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Bleeding

Unconscious (living only): If living, you fall unconscious and are considered helpless. You can make a Constitution check of SV 5 immediately after combat and then
once again every hour to see if you rouse on your own. You
also rouse automatically if at least one health point is healed.
A successful use of the Healing discipline (SV 5) can also
rouse you but only after battle has ended. You are automatically killed if you suffer any further implied health loss.

Result
8+
5 to 7
0 to 4
Negative

Outcome
Bleeding stops
No change; check again next round
Bleeding worsens (additional cumulative
−1 penalty); check again next round
Lose one health point; bleeding worsens
(additional cumulative −1 penalty);
check again next round

Bleeding (living only): Red specific injuries cause
you to bleed. You must make a free Constitution check at
the beginning of each of your turns. Failing with a result of
4 or lower imposes a cumulative –1 penalty on subsequent
checks; a negative result also incurs the loss of one health
point. Some results impose bleeding penalties of –1 or –2.
Bleeding automatically stops whenever one health
point is healed or if the Healing discipline is successfully
used on you (specifically to stop the bleeding). It also stops
with a result of 8 or higher on a bleeding Constitution check.
You may only suffer from one bleeding effect at a time.
Each new bleeding result imposes a further cumulative –1
penalty, beyond what is indicated, to all bleeding Constitution checks until the bleeding stops. Results that already
impose a –1 or –2 bleeding penalty are worsened to –2 or –3.

Specific Injuries

[Hit Location: d12 whole, d6 lower, d6+6 upper]
[Severity: d10 + modifiers; red results also cause bleeding]
Location Severity
Injuries/Penalties
1, 2, or 3
−1 Run Speed, −1 Running
4 or 5
−2 Run Speed, −2 Running
−2 Run Speed, −2 Running,
6 or 7
−1 Defense (land and water);
LEG
−1 bleeding
1 to 4
8 or 9
Crippled Leg (R1; impaired)
10 or 11
Crippled Leg (R2; broken)
Crippled Leg (R2; destroyed/
severed); −2 bleeding
12+

TORSO
5 to 7

WING
8

(use Torso
if wingless)

ARM
9 or 10

HEAD
11 or 12

1, 2, or 3
4 or 5
6 or 7
8 or 9

10 or 11

12+
1, 2, or 3
4 or 5
6 or 7
8 or 9
10 or 11
12+
1, 2, or 3
4 or 5
6 or 7
8 or 9
10 or 11
12+
1, 2, or 3
4 or 5

6 or 7

8 or 9
10 or 11

12+

−1 Might, −1 Brute Force
−2 Might, −2 Brute Force
−2 Might, −2 Brute Force,
−1 Base Resilience; −1 bleeding
Internal injuries , impaired:
−2 Might, −2 Brute Force,
−1 Base Resilience
Cracked ribs , broken:
−2 Might, −2 Brute Force,
−1 Base Resilience
Shattered spine , destroyed:
body is paralyzed from the
waist down; −2 bleeding
−1 Flight Speed, −1 Flying
−2 Flight Speed, −2 Flying
−2 Flight Speed, −2 Flying,
−1 Defense (air); −1 bleeding
Crippled Wing (R1; impaired)
Crippled Wing (R2; broken)
Crippled Wing (R2; destroyed/
severed); −2 bleeding
−1 to all Precision checks and
damage checks with injured arm
−1 to all actions and damage
checks with injured arm
−2 to all actions and damage
checks with injured arm;
−1 bleeding
Crippled Arm (R1; impaired)
Crippled Arm (R2; broken)
Crippled Arm (R2; destroyed/
severed); −2 bleeding
−1 Intellect, −1 Concentration
−1 Intellect, −1 Concentration,
Deaf (R1; impaired)
−1 Intellect, −1 Concentration,
Blind (75% chance R1, 25%
chance R2; impaired);
−1 bleeding
−2 Intellect, −2 Concentration,
Deaf (R1; permanent)
−2 Intellect, −2 Concentration,
Blind (75% chance R1, 25%
chance R2; permanent)
Head destroyed/severed (kills
most creatures); GM will select
penalties for those that survive,
in addition to −2 bleeding

SV
1
3
5
8
12

General SV Goals
Task Difficulty
Trivial (special rules)
Basic
Moderate
Advanced
Complex

Modifier
+1 per
0
−1
−2

Assisting Others
Assisting Character's Result
Success or Critical Success
Failure
Failure (by at least 3 points)
Critical Failure

Object's
Equivalent Size
Tiny
Small
Medium
Large
Huge
Enormous
Gigantic
Colossal

Material
Soft Metal
Stone
Hard Metal

Defense

2
2
1
1
1
0
0
0

Resilience
Modifier
−2
−1
0
+2
+4
+7
+10
+14

Resil.
8
10
12

The primary or initiating creature begins by making a
standard discipline check according to the task at hand. Each
assisting creature then makes their own checks, but their
outcomes apply a specific modifier to the primary creature’s
result, up to the maximum combined bonus of +4 (except for
the Might discipline, which has no limit).
Acceptable Disciplines: Assisting others can only be
attempted for disciplines that can realistically benefit from
cooperation toward a single objective. Healing, Intimidation, Investigation, Might, Persuasion, Survival, Tinkering
(except when picking locks), and Tracking are the disciplines that are generally allowed, but other disciplines may
be permitted as well, per the GM’s discretion.

Resil.
2
4
6
• Pink and Blue boxes must be completely
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Material Resilience Values
Material
Glass/Ceramic
Leather
Wood
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Diseases & Poisons
Result
8+
5 to 7
0 to 4
Negative

Outcome
Cured (25% chance for
temporary immunity)
No change
Progression (additional
cumulative −1 penalty)
Progression (additional
cumulative −1 penalty);
unconscious/killed

Cured: You are no longer afflicted by the disease or
poison and can cease making Constitution checks. There is
also a 25% chance that you retain a temporary immunity
to the same affliction if exposed again within a time period
equal to the next higher frequency tier (a frequency measured in weeks grants immunity for a month).
Progression: The disease or poison progresses further
and begins imposing an additional cumulative –1 penalty to
your further Constitution checks (only in regards to this particular affliction). Specific diseases/poisons may also impose
other penalties and effects, as detailed in their descriptions.
Subsequent Constitution checks must continue to be made
according to the affliction’s frequency.
Unconscious/Killed: You fall unconscious and are
considered helpless. You cannot be roused, even via magic,
until your affliction is cured. If another Constitution result
is negative then you are killed. However, if it is cured you
may make a new Constitution check of SV 5 immediately
(or after battle has ended, if in combat) and then once again
every hour to see if you rouse on your own. A successful use
of the Healing discipline (SV 5) can also rouse you but only
if performed out of combat.

Multiplier
x1
x2
x3
x4
x5

Falling Damage
Surface Hardness
Yielding (deep snow, water)
Soft (leaves, sand, straw)
Moderate (grass, soil)
Hard (packed dirt, wood)
Rigid (metal, stone)

Falling damage is inflicted at a rate of 1 point for every
5 feet that a creature or unattended object falls (rounded
down), which is then multiplied by a corresponding surface hardness multiplier. In most situations creatures are
also allowed to make a free Agility check of SV 5 to potentially avoid some of the damage but only if their movement

No effect
Unnerved
Terrified

Bolstered

Outcome

is unrestricted (rolling to distribute the force, diving into
water, etc.). Each success and critical success reduces the
total falling damage by 5 points.
Once the total damage has been calculated it is then
compared against the creature’s Base Resilience stat to
determine the extent of the injuries. Note that creature size
and armor offer no protection when falling, which is why
Base Resilience is used.
Additional Hazards: Falling onto spikes, spears, jagged rocks, or other dangers adds an additional d8 points of
damage to the total (still compared against Base Resilience).

Fear

Result
Failure (by at least 3 points)
or a Critical Failure
Failure
Success
Critical Success

Bolstered: Rather than becoming fearful your determination allows you to stand resolute, bolstering your courage!
You gain a +1 bonus to all discipline, profession, and damage checks on your next turn.
Unnerved: You are visibly disturbed and suffer a –1
penalty to all discipline, profession, and damage checks
until the source of the fear is no longer present. Note that
this penalty stacks with the –2 penalty that is imposed by the
successful use of the Intimidation discipline.
Terrified (sapient or docile bestial): If sapient or docile bestial, you are overcome with an intense desire for selfpreservation. If escape is possible you will attempt to fleet at
your full Speed away from the source of the fear, including
sprinting. If escape is not possible you will cower in fear
and cannot move or act, but you may still defend yourself
accordingly. This condition persists until the source of the
fear is no longer present.
Terrified (aggressive bestial): If aggressive bestial,
rather than attempting to flee or cower, you will instead
become hostile and may attempt to attack other nearby
creatures within reach, including friendly targets (or even
their riders in the case of mounts); assume a 50% chance
per round of making one attack against a randomly-chosen
target. This condition persists until the source of the fear
is no longer present and you are successfully calmed via a
Persuasion check against your Fortitude stat (usually at a –2
penalty unless the creature attempting the Persuasion check
is able to communicate with bestial creatures).

Exhausted
Conditions
Second Wind
Tired
Drained/Incapacitated
Destroyed/Killed

• Pink and Blue boxes must be completely
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Result
10+
5 to 9
0 to 4
Negative

Second Wind: You may continue to move, act, and
function normally for up to one hour (you are still exhausted
and your lost stamina points still count toward fatigue).
Once the hour passes you automatically become tired unless
at least one stamina point has been restored. Suffering further implied stamina loss automatically reduces your condition to tired (1 point), drained/incapacitated (2 points), or
destroyed/killed (3 or more points).
Tired: All of your Speed stats are reduced by half
(rounded down), you may not sprint, you may not attempt
multiple actions, and you are considered distracted. For each
additional hour that passes you must succeed on a Perseverance check of SV 5 or you automatically become drained/
incapacitated. Suffering further implied stamina loss automatically reduces your condition to drained/incapacitated (1
point) or destroyed/killed (2 or more points).
Drained (living only): If living, you fall into a deep
state of sleep and are considered helpless. You remain asleep
for at least two hours or until at least one point of stamina is
restored, assuming that the time passes peacefully and that
no further stamina loss is implied. Even if forcibly roused
you are so exhausted that you cannot remain awake for very
long—you still suffer the same penalties for being tired and
must succeed on a Perseverance check of SV 5 every minute
or you fall back into a deep sleep. You are automatically
killed if you suffer any further implied stamina loss.
Incapacitated (non-living only): If non-living, you
cannot move or attempt significant actions, such as attacks,
abilities, or spells (even mental abilities and spells are prohibited). You remain alert and can communicate, if able,
but are otherwise helpless. This condition persists until at
least one stamina point is restored. You are automatically
destroyed if you suffer any further implied stamina loss.
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Cold (°F)
0 to 30
−20 to −1
−40 to −21
Below −40

SV (Interval)
3 (1 hour)
5 (45 minutes)
8 (30 minutes)
12 (15 minutes)

Hot (°F)
90 to 109
110 to 124
125 to 139
140 or above

Extreme Temperatures
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+2

Cold
−2
−1

Hot
+2
+1

+1
+1

−2
−1
−1
−2

Apparel Modifiers
Armor/Clothing
Nude
Poor Clothing
Common, Wealthy,
or Formal Clothing
Winter Clothing
Light Armor
Moderate Armor
Heavy Armor

3 mph
4 mph
6 mph
6 mph

6 mph
6 mph
12 mph
12 mph

Speed

30 minutes
2 hours
2 hours
4 hours
2 hours

4 hours
4 hours
4 hours
4 hours

2 hours

Stamina Loss

2 hours

2 mph
4 mph
4 mph
5 mph
6 mph

Traveling Times
Method of Travel
Air Travel
Flight, Mystical
Flight, Winged
Mounted, Mystical
Mounted, Winged
Land Travel
Walking
Cart/Wagon
Carriage/Chariot
Mounted
Water Travel
Swimming
Mounted
Oar Propulsion
Sail Propulsion
Oar and Sail Propulsion

Quickened Travel: All methods of travel may be
quickened (except for mystical flight). Doing so doubles a
method’s speed, but its time interval between Perseverance
checks is halved and its difficulty is increased to SV 8.
Rough Terrain/Weather: Traveling across rough terrain or through rough weather halves the method’s speed
unless a Survival check of SV 8 is made.

Temperatures (°F)
Sum Fall Win Spr
95
90
85
90
80
75
70
75
75
55
30
55
55
40
15
40
30
10 −10 10

Average Seasonal Temperatures
Climate Type
Torrid/Hot
Tropical/Warm
Temperate/Moderate
Boreal/Cool
Frigid/Cold

[Roll: d12]
Temperature Adjustments (°F)
Summer/Fall
Winter/Spring
−10
+10
−5
+5
Base temperature Base temperature
+5
−5
+10
−10
+15
−15

Weekly Temperature Fluctuations
Result
1
2 or 3
4 to 7
8 or 9
10 or 11
12

Changing Weather

[Roll: d12; ~6 hours game time]
Result
Severity Shift
1 or 2
−2 tiers
3 to 5
−1 tier
6 to 8
No change
9 to 11
+1 tier
12
+2 tiers

Calm ↔ Mild ↔ Moderate ↔ Severe ↔ Extreme
(−)
(+)

Precipitation
None
Light periodic
(10% special)
Light sustained,
heavy periodic
(30% special)
Heavy sustained,
torrential periodic
(50% special)
Torrential sustained
(70% special)

Light sustained,
heavy periodic
(10% windstorm)
Heavy sustained,
destructive periodic
(30% windstorm)
Destructive sustained
(50% windstorm)

Light sustained

Wind
Light periodic

Potential Weather Conditions
Severity
Calm
Mild
Moderate

Severe
Extreme

Precipitation: The temperature determines whether
rain or snow occurs, and its volume may impede travel and
cause other hindrances. There is also a percentage chance
that special weather conditions may manifest, such as thunderstorms, dense fog, hail, sleet, or ice storms.
Wind: The force of the wind can affect air-based effects
like certain forms of visual obscurement, flight, tracking by
scent, and the dispersal rate of toxins or spores. There is also
a percentage chance that windstorms may develop, such as
dust or sand storms, tornadoes, or hurricanes.

